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Paynter Dixon is an 

Australian owned 

family business that 

has been providing 

award-winning design 

and construction 

solutions for  

over 100 years.

Paynter Dixon is a leading construction services company that delivers 

masterplanning, design and construction services for building owners and 

occupiers. 

Founded in 1914, Paynter Dixon is Australian owned and brings a proud 

heritage of excellence to our clients. With a portfolio that includes some 

of the most prestigious projects in the hospitality, education, commercial, 

health & ageing, insurance and remedial sectors, Paynter Dixon has 

earned a reputation for delivering innovative and cost-effective design and 

construction solutions.

At Paynter Dixon, our greatest strength is our people. We employ a diverse 

range of property professionals including architects, engineers and 

project managers who bring end-to-end management services that deliver 

the best possible outcomes for our clients.

OUR COMPANY
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1914
Origin begins in the early 

federation of Australia with 
the founding of George 
Paynter’s joinery works 

in Sydney.

1990
Launches its remediation 

specialist services 
business and education 

sectors.

 

1920
Through the 1920s and 

1930s, established a 
strong reputation as 

a builder of quality 
buildings. It was the fi rst 

of its kind to have an 
in-house team of artisans, 

masons and joiners.

1980
Becomes the market 
leader in hospitality 
building.

2000
Launches into the insurance 
sector and develops its 
specialist health, ageing, 
disability and retirement 
living divisions.

1950
Our ‘total responsibility system’ that manages 

projects from concept to completion was 
widely adopted by the market as a solution to 

controlling the time, quality and cost of building.

1940
Revolutionised the 

building industry when we 
introduced the concept 
of incorporating all the 

disciplines of a building 
project into one 

competitive and cost-
effective contract.

1960
Establishes new 

benchmarks in industrial 
construction including 

the building of Australia’s 
fi rst container terminal, 

a sonar acoustic test 
cell and an aluminum 

rolling mill.

TODAY
We continue to 

specialise and excel 
in building 
for people. 

OUR HISTORY
Our 100+ year journey has been driven by innovative solutions 

that have revolutionised the building industry.
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INSURANCE EXPERTISE

Our insurance division 

is experienced in all 

types of claims, from 

fires and water damage 

to natural disasters 

such as storms, 

cyclones, hail and 

floods.

FAST ATTENTIVE SERVICE

As insurance specialists, we understand the importance to reinstate lives 

or businesses as swiftly as possible following an event. Our tailored service 

encompasses all stakeholders to bring your property to its pre-loss condition 

or to mitigate further loss and business interruption.

We pride ourselves on providing a fast, professional, timely and quality 

services on minor loss, major loss, commercial and complex losses, 

catastrophic events and business as usual claims.

CONSISTENT COMMUNICATION

The success of your business is important to the success of ours so we will 

work closely with you throughout all stages of the claim and repairs. During 

the lifecycle of all insurance works, we maintain high standards of service and 

ensure communication is transparent and timely with all stakeholders.

TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY

Our experienced site personnel, project managers and in-house specialists 

take total responsibility for the repairs from start to completion.

OUR INSURANCE TEAM

•   Proven track record of working within the insurance sector and completing 

quality repairs within the agreed timeframe. 

•   Understands the urgency of servicing insurance rebuilds and repairs.

•   Understands the importance of working within a live environment.

•   Provides detailed and technical reporting.

•   Conducts proactive communications with all stakeholders.



VIRIDIAN COMPLEX, ACT.

STORM DAMAGE & HAIL 

DAMAGE CLAIM

Paynter Dixon’s insurance expertise  

was sought by the Loss Adjuster to 

replace all roofing panels damaged by 

hail and resultant damage caused by 

water ingress to all 6 building blocks. 

OUR PROJECT 
EXAMPLES
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THE LISMORE AND DISTRICT 

WORKERS CLUB, NSW.

FLOOD DAMAGE CLAIM 

Paynter Dixon completed a refurbishment 

of the newly renovated Lismore Workers 

Club. The lower ground and ground floors 

were extensively damaged by floodwater. 

Our insurance team was engaged to 

complete restoration and rebuilding works,  

which were completed within 10 weeks, 

whilst keeping the club operational 

throughout construction.



INDOOR SPORTS CENTRE,  

ST. MARYS, NSW.

HAIL DAMAGE

Hail damage was caused to an Indoor 

Sports Centre so Paynter Dixon was 

engaged to remove and replace the 

hail damaged roof and repair of the 

resultant damages inside. 
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CARPET COURT, ACT.

STORM DAMAGE CLAIM

Paynter Dixon was appointed by Loss 

Adjusters to repair the building and 

contents damages; caused by the hail 

storm. The damaged asbestos roof was 

replaced with a new Colorbond roof.



CAFE BAKERY, ORANGE, NSW.

FIRE DAMAGE CLAIM

After fire damage was caused 

to the insured’s bakery and café, 

Paynter Dixon carried out restoration 

works, building works and BCA 

upgrade works.
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STORM DAMAGE, ACT.  

Paynter Dixon was engaged for the 

removal and replacement of a hail 

damaged roof, which also included 

repairs of resultant damage, along with 

the supply and installation of new torch 

on membrane.



COMPASS HOUSING, 

GOSFORD, NSW.

FIRE DAMAGE CLAIM

Paynter Dixon completed the make 

safe works and is now bringing the 

building up to the new building code 

and completing repairs. 
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YOUR  
INSURANCE 
CONTACT

Chris Jones

Business Development  
Manager – Insurance 

Chris has worked on a diverse scope of 

projects which range from educational 

facilities, hospitality venues and numerous 

industrial projects. Upon completing his 

trade qualification, Chris continued his 

professional development going on to 

managing and leading the insurance 

division. Chris’ proactive attitude and 

approach to take on challenges as 

opportunities is what sets him apart  

within the insurance industry. 

M: 0424 184 744 

E: Chris.Jones@paynterdixon.com.au

YOUR  
INSURANCE   
CONTACT

Priyanka Paranjape 

Insurance Services Coordinator 

Priyanka has 4 years’ experience in  

the insurance industry and 8 years’ 

experience in the customer service  

industry. She coordinates the insurance 

team to ensure Service Level Agreements 

are met as per the Loss Adjuster and 

Insurers requirements.  

Her key tasks include assisting the  

business with streamlining processes, 

training the team to be specialists in 

insurance, and assisting them with project 

delivery. She is a thorough professional  

with a strong passion for the insurance 

sector.

M: 0418 119 891 

E:  Priyanka.Paranjape@paynterdixon.com.au



SYDNEY  

HEAD OFFICE

Level 2, 2 Richardson Place  

Riverside Corporate Park 

North Ryde NSW 2113

Tel: 02 9797 5555

COFFS HARBOUR

Shop 8, 15-21 City Boulevard (West) 

Harbour Drive  

Coffs Harbour NSW 2450

CANBERRA

Suite 4.04, 17 Moore Street 

Canberra ACT 2600

paynterdixon.com.au


